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Strattis steam ahead
Jay, Daniel and Robbie
Stratti are managing to grin
through the heat and dust
as they go about finishing
the construction work started
by Darren. The sub floor of
the accommodation block
is finished, so the floor can
now be laid. In between
hammering and sanding,
they’re learning about the
customs of our local staff.

what’s going on…
This is the BBC…

Some members of our fws team have been enjoying
their moment in the sun – as extras for a BBC series
being filmed in Arusha. When the cast and crew
heard about our project, they couldn’t wait to
hightail it out of the comfort of their Arusha hotel
and head to Sinon to see for themselves what fws
has going on. There was excitement aplenty as BBC
actors Bruce Mackinnon, Damien O’Hare and Lucy
Chalkley met our Kesho Leo mamas and kids, and
prepared to play theatresports with them. Bruce and
Damien came equipped with a lesson plan and the
mamas, kids and volunteers all joined in for some
voice exercises and hilarious games. Our mamas
then returned the favour with beautiful traditional
songs, dance and drums.
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Delightful donors
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hits fws
The economic crisis saw
us lose a considerable

Our last transfer from Australia
to the low exchange rate,
amount of potential funds due
important than ever.
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Meanwhile, back at Kesho…

* Our Kesho Leo mamas are taking sewing lessons at
the local secondary school so they can sew curtains,
cushions and bedspreads for Kesho Leo, as well as
our fundraising stall at the Arusha Christmas Fair. We
need to raise $3700 to set up our own sewing room at
Kesho Leo. Does anyone have any bright ideas?
* Site tours are becoming more popular, so we are
now scheduling them for groups. Our biggest lasted
a whopping three hours, and included 23 people
from the BBC, a local tour group and local NGOs.
* Volunteers Heather and Nick have returned to
an ecstatic greeting at Kesho Leo – house mama
Gladness threw her bag of vegies into the air, while Bibi
Frank said “Jamani!” (kiswahili for wow) over and over.
* An organic win! Aphids were setting up house in our
Kesho Leo vegie beds, so Environmental Eve brewed
up an organic spray that knocked them out. Our
local farmers are now asking for the recipe.

Top: Our site tours are out of
sight! Below: Heather and Nick
get a warm welcome back.
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This month’s tick-offsto Kevin Johnson and the
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Here’s something to add to
your ‘to do’ list: renew your fws
membership for 08-09. Actually,
you can now pay online and
put a note in your ‘jobs done’
list instead! This flyer, with details
of the web link for payment, will
be landing in your inbox soon
so keep an eye out for it.
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